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12 

Imperfect Verbs 

You will be able to— 
 

 1. recognize the various forms (augments, stems, endings) of the imperfect active 
and middle/passive verbs; 

 2. predict how the augment will change with the various consonants, vowels, 
diphthongs, and prepositional prefixes; 

 3. translate imperfect verbs; 
 4. gain more practice in translating and working with Greek; 
 5. master ten more high-frequency vocabulary words; and 
 6. memorize the beginning of the Lord’s Prayer in Mat. 6:9 in Greek. 

Introduction 
In English we have one simple past tense (Tanya drove the car). This refers to time in 

the past. If we want to refer to a continuous or repetitive act in the past, we may add a 
helping verb to a participle: “Tanya was driving the car.” Other past tenses are also 
formed with helping verbs. 

Imperfect tense/aspect 
In Greek, the aorist tense refers to action of the verb that is complete/whole as a 

background form, without regard to the exact time involved. The imperfect is used for 
showing progressive, continuity or dwelled upon action in the past.  Porter says a narrator 
will use the imperfect “when an action is selected to be dwelt upon” (aspect:  how a 
writer uses it to portray the action; Porter, Idioms, 34).  Mathewson uses terms like 
“progressive” and “continuity” to describe its aspectual nuance.  He goes on to admit that 
the imperfect often is used for past (time/tense) events although not exclusively.   

Greek Imperfect 
The Greek imperfect tense is used of continuous, repeated or dwelt on action. In 

English, it will usually be translated with the helping verb was/were + the participle form 
of the verb (e.g., was singing). If a verb lacks an active form in the present it will also 
lack an active form in the imperfect which is built off the stem. 

To get a sense of the freqeuncy usage, the present indicative is used 5,534 times, the 
aorist about 5,877; the imperfect only 1,682 times and the future only 1,608 times with 
the perfect following with only 837 and the pluperfect only 83 times (Stevens, 44).  So 
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the present and especially the aorist are the most frequent and the imperfect and future 
are used about the same.   

Form 
The imperfect is built from the present verb stem. It is prefixed by an e augment and 

followed by secondary active personal endings. 
 
 

Augment Verb stem Connecting 
vowel 

Secondary active 
endings 

I was loosing 

e + lu + o + n = e@luon 
Aug Stem CV Ending  

 
The connecting vowel is— 
 

o before m and n, and 
e elsewhere. 

 
Imperfect Active Indicative of lu<w 

 Singular Plural 
1. e@luon I was loosing e]lu<omen We were loosing 
2. e@luej You were loosing e]lu<ete You were loosing 
3. e@lue(n) He/she/it was loosing e@luon They were loosing 

 
Secondary Active Endings 

 Singular Plural 
1. -n -men 
2. -j -te 
3. -e -n 

 
Learn the endings: n, j, e, men, te, n (n s e men te n) 
Secondary Tense endings are used by:  Imperfect, Aorist, Pluperfect 
Primary Tense ending are used by:  Present, Future and Perfect. 
 

Imperfect Middle/Passive Indicative of lu<w 
 Singular Plural 
1. e]luo<mhn I was being 

loosed 
e]luo<meqa We were being 

loosed 
2. e]lu<ou You were being 

loosed 
e]lu<esqe You were being 

loosed 
3. e]lu<eto He/she/it was being 

loosed 
e]lu<onto They were being 

loosed 
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Secondary Middle/Passive Endings 
 Singular Plural 
1. -mhn -meqa 
2. -ou -sqe 
3. -to -nto 

 
Learn: mhn, ou, to, meqa, esqe, onto 
 
The above paradigm is translated for the passive voice. The middle uses exactly the 

same forms, which would be translated as follows: I was loosing (for myself), you were 
loosing (for yourself), he was loosing (for himself), etc. The context will determine 
whether the form should be translated middle or passive. 

Augments 
The augment (prefix) is added in four ways: 
 

 1. Before consonants it is e. 
 2. Before vowels the augment contracts with the vowel according to the following 

rules: 
 

Vowels Diphthongs 
e + a = h e + ai = ^ 
e + e = h e + ei = ^ 
e + h = h e + oi = & 
e  +  i = i e + au = hu 
e + o = w e + eu = hu 
e + u = u  

 
  Four patterns: 

 1. a and e lengthen to h 
 2. o lengthens to w 
 3. i ending a diphthong subscripts 
 4. u ending a diphthong stays strong 

 
 3. Compound verbs with prepositions ending in a consonant: Insert the augment 

between the prepositional prefix and the verb stem. e]kba<llw becomes 
e]ce<balon. 

 4. Compound verbs with prepositions ending in a vowel: The final vowel of the 
preposition is dropped and the e augment inserted in its place. a]poktei<nw 
becomes a]pe<kteina in first aorist form which also uses an augment. 
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Contraction Examples 
Here are examples of contraction in forming the imperfect active indicative, first 

person singular: 
e + a = h h@kouon e augment + a]kou<w 
e + e = h h@geiron e augment + e]gei<rw 
e + o = w w]rxou<mhn e augment + o]rxe<omai 
e + ai = ^ ^#ron e augment + ai@rw 
e + oi = & &]kodo<moun e augment + oi]kodome<w 

 
ei]mi< Imperfect Indicative 

 Singular Plural 
1. h@mhn I was  h#men We were 
2. h#j You were h#te You were 
3. h#n He/she/it was  h#san They were 

 
Be able to chant this frequent form:  
 

      Chant Imperfect Indicative of ei]mi<  (by columns) 
 h@mhn    h#men    

 h#j          h#te     
 h#n       h#san  

 
 
The imperfect tense of ei]mi< appears frequently. You should try to master these forms 

well. 
 

e@xw Imperfect Active Indicative (Irregulars) 
 Singular Plural 
1. ei#xon I was having ei@xomen We were having 
2. ei#xej You were having ei@xete You were having 
3. ei#xe(n) He/she/it was having ei#xon They were having 

 
Note: This is an exception. The augment is a contraction of e + e = ei. Another 

exceptional augmented form is qe<lw, which takes a prefixed h, becoming h@qelen in 
Mat. 18:30. Just be aware that there are such exceptions. 

Translation Examples 
e]di<dasken au]tou>j e]n t ?̂ sunagwg ?̂ au]tw?n. 
He was teaching them in their synagogue (Mat. 13:54). 
 
e]kei?noj de> e@legen peri> tou? naou? tou? sw<matoj au]tou?. 
But that one was speaking concerning the temple of his body (Jn. 2:21). 
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au]to>j ga>r e]gi<nwsken ti< h#n e]n t&? a]nqrw<p&. 
For he was knowing what was in man (Jn. 2:25). 

Vocabulary 

a]poqn <̂skw I die (111) 
e]kei? there (105) 
e!wj until (146) 
i]dou< behold (200) 
i!na in order that (663) 
 ]Iwa<nnhj, -ou, o[ John (135) 
me<n on the one hand, indeed (179) 
o!loj, -h, -on whole, entire (109) 
o!te when (103) 
su<n with (128) 

Memory Verse: Mat. 6:9, the Lord’s Prayer 
Check out the MP3 rap on the CD or web site. 
 

Pa<ter h[mw?n o[ e]n toi?j ou]ranoi?j: 
Father our, the one in the heavens; 

 
a[giasqh<tw to> o@noma< sou: 
hallowed be the name your 


